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The persons’ identification is a unique phenomenon and getting much attention in different 

walk of life. The body part plays the crucual role during recognition. Each person have 

unique body parts with unmatchable body marks. The technology utilize these body marks 

to determine the uniqueness of each person. How efficient this system is? Does every body 

mark can provide accurate identification? Several developments have been undertaken but 

challenges in relation to data and images received not up to the standard sometimes create 

big hassle. To handle such challenges, the Multi-biometric Sustainable Approach (Mb-SA) 

has been proposed that take into account two different modalities such as, foot and iris. This 

methodology skillfully recognizes and renders super identification of individuals, and 

indicates a perspicacious outcome that is above all better than the conventional biometric 

method. 

1. Introduction 

From a physiological and behavioral point of view, the 

biometric method is becoming common for the recognition 

and authentication of individuals. When the conclusion is the 

correct, the evaluation screen fits with images already stored-

in and the visualization is checked thereafter [1]. In order to 

locate the test picture in the stored database, the user is 

marked or does not know if it is just one of several mapping 

schemes. With the abundance of data and confidential details 

stored in personal electronic devices, it is important to secure 

them from unauthorized access. Deficiencies in protection 

may contribute to theft the identification or details. Theft of 

identity is the manipulation of identity while copying the 

secure data is obtained from the information theft [2]. There 

are three level of human security, out of which number third 

level implements greater difficulty of the user's personal 

property in an authentication scheme [3]. It uses the features 

of the individual's physiological or mental, called biometrics. 
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With the assistance of fully or semi-automatic systems it 

provides a potential solution for identity management. Many 

of the advantages of biometric systems relative to other 

authentication method relying on token and information are 

given below.  

• Unique: It is assumed that biometric properties are 

special. Having special to an entity and define a person’s 

unique characteristic. 

• Convenient: The use of biometrics is easy because the 

customer does not need a key or hidden information to 

be processed. The customer often has physiological or 

behavioural characteristics that can not be incorrectly 

put, misplaced or overlooked. 

• Hard to forge: Difficult to forge biometric 

characteristics. An attacker may use a spoofing 

technique to strike him, however the simultaneous usage 

of more than one biometric attribute greatly reduces the 

risk of forgery. 

• Requires Physical Presence: After verification a 

biometric program collects live biometric samples. The 
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physical appearance of the consumer is also necessary. It 

instills a sense of belonging with the benefit of non-

repudiation; that is, the individual can not refuse his 

involvement in authentication at a later point in time. 

Some in practice biometric identification technique  have   

been described in Table 1. 

Usually, all biometric results are being taken in two 

steps; either thorugh training process or by testing process. 

The briefe discussion is given as: 

Training process:  

✓ Camera captures or acquires input image. 

✓ Preprocessed picture requires file redimensioning, 

reformatting. 

✓ Extraction function is carried out. 

✓ Built-in data corpus. 

Table 1. Current biometric techniques, comparasion and challengs 

Biometric technique Process Challenges 

 

Finger print thumb 

impression 

Indeed, its a most appropriate and 

common method of human 

identification a individual over the last 

decade. The system uses a magnetic 

ink to get the print on paper with finger 

or thumb. Its a pattern with ridges and 

valleys on the finger skin layer. Certain 

patterns emerge during the formation 

of the fetus and remain constant 

throughout the course of life. The 

fingerprint design has been divided 

into five classes, including Ark, Tented 

Arch, Left Loop, Right Loop and 

Squirrel. Discontinuity points in the 

ridge are called minutiae and are 

considered to be very useful for 

identification. 

It needs an sufficient number of 

characteristics (minutia), true 

characteristics and their consistency. It 

also demands the consumer to collaborate 

strongly, to spoof and to decrease the 

consistency of the sample obtained. 

 

Face recognition 

The facial or face recognition is a 

technology in which a individual is 

recognized and instantly checked via 

digital picture. This non-invasive data 

processing is one of the key benefits of 

the face over other techniques. The 

Facial Recognition Method has two 

key parts: I the position of the face in 

the picture and (ii) the identification of 

the object. Holistic facial recognition 

methods utilize anatomical differences 

between facial traits such as pupils, 

nose, mouth and eyebrows as 

attributes. Many feature-based 

methods use global picture recognition 

to depict the face as orthonormal base 

vectors. 

Non-cooperative behaviour of users, 

changes in background lighting, 

illumination, exposure, expressions, 

occlusions, ageing, etc. 

 

Ear biometry 

Ear biometry utilizes attributes or traits 

of the ear for matching. It's secure and 

doesn't shift with age. This has long 

been seen in the investigative area as a 

form of individual identification. The 

ear form is constant and does not shift 

with time. With time. This has no 

expression as compared to face. The 

light pattern is always standardized. 

Hair or some other international object 

such as the earring, hat, earphones etc. are 

the biggest annoyance of the ear. Ear is 

significantly influenced by the changes of 

positions, although from the front photo it 

is not noticeable. Small heads have less 

features 
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                                                                          Figure 1. Meticlous testing process 

 

Hand geometry 

It includes the calculation and study of 

the form of the hand of the consumer. 

This is a fairly quick, easy to use and 

cost-effective method. It can be easily 

integrated with other devices or system 

even if it requires special hardware to 

be used. Factors such as dry skin have 

little impact on the system's efficiency. 

Jewellery or agility can present a problem 

in proper geometry extraction. Some of the 

main drawbacks is the poor differential 

potential of hand geometry. 

 

Palmprint 

It contains folds, key lines, shape, 

ridges, delta points, local minutiae 

points, etc. It is important to use all 

such details for acknowledgment. 

Even in monozygous twins, the 

palmprint patterns are found to be 

unique, but the stability of palmprint 

features is not yet critically studied. 

The camera used to get the picture by 

hand is low cost and user friendly. 

Palmprint region is wide and it gathers 

more details than a fingerprint. Low 

cost sensors can be used to capture 

palmprint image in a touch-less 

manner. 

The scanners used to obtain the palmprint 

are bulkier and due to the wide capture 

region it requires more computing 

capacity. The amount of features in a 

palmprint image is lower, so it is 

challenging to remove due to rough palm 

surface. 

 

Voice recognition 

Every individual person possessed 

specific tone, pitch, and speaking style 

under the behavioral characteristics of 

voice biometric system therefore its a 

speedy method of identification which 

requires no specific tool or system. The 

voice character requires properties 

including fundamental pitch, nasal 

sound, cadence, inflection, etc. A voice 

recognition method contains three 

stages (i) the acoustic data obtained by 

an individual's speech (ii) it is 

converted into a single digital signal 

and (iii) the signal is enrolled / 

matched. Voice detection is non-

intrusive and generally appropriate to 

community. 

Voice can be captured quickly, and 

unauthorized access is likely. The speaker 

can alter a person 's speech and may find 

speech identification challenging, such as 

noise, sickness, gender, mental and 

physical conditions. 

 

Signature  

identification 

Handwritten signatures in other fields, 

such as banking and legal documents, 

are also used for offline device 

authentication. Wide signature database 

availability renders it one of the most-

needed automated authentication 

schemes. 

One of the biggest challenges of this 

technology is poor permanence 

characteristics due to high levels of 

variability in handwriting with time. An 

impostor can reproduce a signature easily. 

Since not everyone can sign, lack of 

universality is a prime factor as well. 
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Testing Process: It is closer but balanced at the planning 

point [4]. The preparation and assessment procedures are 

illustrated in Figure 1. There are numerous challenges 

hindring the traditional and in practice biometric system.  

There are numerous challenges faced by the Uni-biometric 

system such as: 

• Noise  

• Intra-class variations 

• Non-universality 

• Spoof attacks 

 

Multi-biometrics provide incentives to carry in more than 

two biometric functions, integrate them to address unimodal 

shortcomings of the biometric method and obtain optimum 

performance [5]. In a multibiometric interface we used two 

modalities such as, foot and iris. Sprints are being developed 

whereas, iris is unique and not altered as a transparent layer 

structure during a person's life.  

The rest of the finding are arranged as: Related work is 

given in section 2, proposed system is explained in section 

3, while section 4 have been highlighted with performance 

evaluation and section 5 is summirized with conlcuding 

remarks. 

2. Related Work 

Several studies have made important contributions [6], 

that biometrics are being more widely utilized in different 

locations via numerous biometric tools such as banks, 

institutes, airports. In authentication-based image processing 

applications multi-biometric is preferred. The authors [7], 

developed a multi-modal method for individual recognition 

that relies on physiological and demographic details.  

A biometric method for identification of individuals was 

added to connect the transparent overlaying panel of Michail 

et al [8], demonstrating the accuracy of the device. Another 

work experiment was reported on the face and ear hybrid 

system [9]. This method is used to compact and index images 

in Iterated Feature definition. Author et al [10], developed a 

multi-biometric device that blends face modalities and foot 

modalities using PCA [11], a foot transforming face and 

wavelet classifier and concatenated after the normalization 

cycle to achieve a corresponding score and to make a 

judgment.  

Another author, Davrondzhon [12], proposed a biofilm 

multimodality system, that combines face, ear, and iris using 

PCA, Eigen [13], and hamming [14], a classificator for 

feature extraction. They implemented the identification of 

individuals using multiple biometric traits and their 

advantages, such as high accuracy and robustness, that 

increased identification efficiency. Herbadji et al [15], have 

developed a multi-biometric system that combines decision-

making facial and foot modalities using the PCA classifier 

for the foot face and wavelet transformer and concatenated 

to obtain matching score after the normalization process. 

 

3. Methodology 

The body components may be combined with certain 

body items in a variety of different forms, contributing to a 

broad range of computer architectures. The Iris footprint can 

be combined especially in parallel or cascade, thus arranging 

more findings as follows: 

3.1. Iris Biometric Tecognition Technique 

 It operates on the colored portion of the body accompanied 

by pupils called iris [16]. The picture of Iris is captured using 

a high resolution sensors. The computation method for 

patterns is very complicated however, it is processed in a bit 

format. The hamming form is used for the distance 

estimation between test image and stored template [17]. If a 

null difference suggesting a study picture is essentially the 

same, and the testing image, all pictures can be different. 

There are stereotypical patterns like furrows, ridges, crypts 

inside the iris. It is fitting to distinguish humans with the 

distinctive pattern of variable iris texture [18]. 

3.2. Hamming Distance Method for iris 

 With a similar iris model noise masking is used in the 

hamming distance solution [19]. The distance between the 

two iris templates is calculated as bits and the distance 

between two iris templates is calculated if the distance 

indicating the iris is minimum, because iris is unassembled 

[20], which confirms that the hamming distance is reliable 

and precise when iris is identified. The process of 

segmentation and normalization is illustrated in Figure 2.  

 

 

Figure 2. Bits formation from extracted iris segment 

3.3. Footprint Biometrics 

 Identifying peoples through fingerprint is a wonderful 

achievement. Measuring such functionalities does not 

constitute a complicated operation, for example furrier, 

which provides hair [21]. Both leg photographs are used for 

identification with increasing parson's entirely different 

specifications. More techniques such as cropping and 

resizing are required to capture a foot picture. Figure 3, 

displays the camera shot image that is transformed into gray 

scale in the RGB picture after it is resized for database 

planning. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Information retival process from foot segments 

3.4. Sequential Modified Haar Transform Technique 

The sequential updated haar wavelet [22], is based on the 

mapping technologies by way of object retrieval, where 
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integer weighted signals are maps. Each decimal value of the 

wavelet-coefficients required 8 bytes to store the haar value. 

 

3.5. Multi-biometic Approach: The samples of visual images 

are considered as inputs to the system and iris templates as 

output are generated. The discrete bits form the image during 

segmentation and normalization stages [23]. The proposed 

system produces n number of iris codes out of n number of 

eyes tests performed at various time periods from the same 

person. Using majority voting scheme, a unique iris code x 

is built from the n number of iris code. The suggested 

framework operates on x and generates codewords, known 

as Error Corrected Iris Code (ECIC) [24].  

These ECICs are composed of iris coding and parity 

regulation p. The hash h is also created from code x. 

Eventually, parity regulates p of the ECIC, matrix h of parity 

and hash-h render code that are embedded in digital images 

by transformation of the integrated wavelet and 

incorporation processing threshold illustrated in Figure 4. 

The new and unique feature of the multi-biometric is the 

speed and precise segmentation of irises. The iris image is 

collected in order to minimize the estimation of defects, to 

generate a vector with distinctive texture characteristic 

s and a proper dimension to boost detection and 

computational efficiency [25]. In this segmentation method, 

the sagacious edge detection and the Hough circular cycle 

are used. 

The segmented iris is standardized and phases are 

extracted using Log-Grabor [26]  filters and shrewdly 

encoded for generating refined vector characteristics by 

phase process [27]. After segmentation, normalization and 

quantization, the iris has been separated from the actual eye 

specimen. The next stage is to transform the iris area such 

that dimensions have been set to make the comparison [28], 

because the iris region has been effectively removed from 

the eye target. Dimensional variation between the eye photos 

is primarily attributed to the iris widening of students from 

varying degrees of illumination. Many incoherence causes 

involve a separate angle, camera movement, head tilt and eye 

movement within the eye socket [29].  

The effects of the person iris code x of n iris code are 

produced through a specific process known as the extraction 

test. Multi-biometric codes are represented by the sparse 

parity check matrix. Such tiny matrix is also generated by 

chance, according to the limits of sparsity. Reffering to 

Figure 4, once the requirement is satisfied by removing 

polling, correct message bits are handled during the 

multibiometric step. Each column in iris codex is known to 

be a multi-biometric encoding and encoded to make ECIC 

with the support of generator values after the development of  

the iris code x. The basic iris code x is translated into hash h, 

also called cancellable iris code. For object 1 and 2, the 

Table 2, indicates truthful value, impostor value and 

threshold meaning. False acceptance rate (FAR) [30], and 

False rejection rate (FRR) [31], of Iris and foot are checked 

separately, and therebt Table 3, indicates False acceptance 

rate (FAR). Table 4, has measured the weight of both iris and 

foot forms. Algorithms for identification of iris and foot 

detection culminated in discrepancies [32]. The Min-Max 

standardization method [33], has been used to transform all 

the   various data to the  same data   as given in Table 5. 

Continueuing to Table 6, illustrated a matching score for the 

combination of iris and foot traits. This is determined in two 

modalities with its weight. 

 
4. Performance Evaluation  

Around 100 (eye and foot) sampling items were 

considered for output tests from 500 image samples. 

Throughout the authentication method, the existing image of 

the iris is connected to the other iris. Arround (500 x 499)/2 

= 124,750 comparisons are simulated, of which 345 matches 

 

Figure 4. Proposed multi-biometric recognition process 

Table 3. Iris and foot related FAR & FRR parameters 

Traits FAR FRR 

Iris 1.1010E+00 9.8793E-01 

Foot 1.1921E+00 9.9785E-01 

Table 4.  Iris and foot weightages 

Traits Weight 

Iris 0.89 

Foot 0.83 

Table 5. Iris and foot normalized Scoring factor 

Traits Normalized Score 

Iris 0.05 

Foot 0.07 

Table 6. Comulative matching score  

Traits Score 

Iris + Foot 0.57 

Table 2. Foot and Iris related parameters 

Traits Genuine Score Imposter Score Threshold Value 

Iris 1.7121E+04 1.9082E+04 1.7330E+04 

Foot 2.2277E+04 2.6613E+04 2.2325E+04 
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were found in the intra-groups and 116,602 inter-group 

matches were registered. Figure 5, indicates a cumulative 

distribution between  intra-group and inter-group[34] 

distribution. It was found that traverses between intra-group 

and inter-group are exorbitant, and the portion that exists 

between intra-class and inter-class is very negligible,  

resulting in approximately 100 percent of the valid 

recognition rates. The Reed Solomon (RS) [35], is being 

implemented to assess the Mb-SA error correcting potential 

and produces the results as seen in Figure 6. The chosen RS 

and Mb-SA bar overlays the real uniform HD distributions 

[36], with the impostor. Even the bar indicates slightly 

smaller than Mb-SA, are pertaining the RS adjustment. 

The  encoding  of  RS is  less  granular than the  

Mb-SA, in contrast. With the False Rejection Rate (FRR) 

and the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) levels, it leads to 

efficiency loss. 

5. Conclusion 

The multibiometric device used biometric iris and foot 

characteristics. Weight of each biometric item was 

determined for hamming archways and sequentially adjusted 

haar transformation classifier approaches. Knowledge was 

incorporated following normalization. The Iris comprises of 

a simple and clear method focused on the Sagacious Rim 

Detector and the Hough Advance. The present FRR and FAR 

are 2.0% and 0.38%, while the revised Mb-SA, FRR and 

FAR are 1.87 and 0.365%. Mb-SA codes have shown greater 

identification efficiency than RS codes due to increased 

steepness and granularity. For lower FRR and Back, the 

system uses Mb-SA codes. In addition , the proposed 

technology obtained 98 percent exact and precise efficiency 

in terms of durability, accuracy and consistency relative to 

other recorded technologies.  
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